Welcome to Ani and Ali’s Neighbourhood!

A 9-1-1 emergency means that you need the police, ambulance or fire department right away. Circle the things where you would call 9-1-1 and then colour in the whole page!

1. Emergency (house on fire)
2. Meooww!
3. Oops!
4. Help!
5. Not an emergency (broken window)
6. Emergency (someone is stealing something)
7. Not an emergency (ducks on the road)
8. Not an emergency (cat up a tree)
9. Emergency (someone is seriously hurt)

E-Comm 9-1-1
Help us help.
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Call 9-1-1 if you need help from the police, ambulance or fire department right away.

Call 9-1-1 if:

you or someone else is really sick or hurt

you see or smell smoke or fire

you see someone stealing

you or someone else is being hurt.

For more information about when to call 9-1-1, visit ecomm911.ca